This year there will not be communal supplies, so each child will need to be responsible for his/her own materials. If your child loses or uses up something, we will have to ask families to replace those items during the year.

**PLEASE LABEL ALL ITEMS WITH YOUR CHILD’S NAME.**

Every child will need a personal, large Supply Pouch (like shown):

**In the pouch, he/she will need...**

1- Crayola TWISTABLES boxes of crayons (24 ct.)
6- yellow #2 pencils (*pre-sharpened*)
1- pencil sharpener for the pouch (It must contain its own shavings.)
1- pink large eraser (Please write the child’s name on it with a Sharpie.)
2- large glue sticks
1- pair of scissors
1-2 EXPO dry erase markers

**Additional supplies for the desks...**

1- box Crayola markers 8 or 12 count thick (nothing scented please)
4- black and white composition notebooks with black spine
2- plastic pocket folders, only ones indicated below- *solid colors - NO PRONGS*, please
   2 red, if in Hicks’s homeroom 2 yellow, if in Gutierrez’s homeroom,
   2 blue, if in Velasquez’s homeroom 2 green, if in Lancaster’s homeroom
1- box of tissues
1- backpack (bring every day...*no wheels—must fit in 6” cubbies*)
1- package of gallon Ziploc bags (if child’s last name is A-M)
1- pack multi-colored, loose-leaf, construction paper (if child’s last name is N-Z)